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/-’ mal!infisincing point tests with tele-
phone repeaters and other apparatus employ-
ing hybrid transformers. Information on lo-
cating trouble is also included to assist in
correcting low singin~;points (unbalances).
The simplified theory of singin~ point tests
is covered in Section 332-01~-100.

SECTION 332-015-500
Issue 3, December, 1963

AT&TCo $fandard

VOICE FREQUENCY TRUNKS

1.02 This section is reissued to incorporate~
information previously covered in the

addendum. The changes are indicated by
❑arginal arrows.

J

1.03 Singing point tests have been known by
various names in the past. In order to

clarify the situation. the following names have
been s&ected as bein~ more descrip~ive, and a
brief explanation is given for each.

(1) Singing Point: A singing point is an
expression of the degree of balance

existing between a line and its balancing
network. The higher this singing point is
maintained, the higher the repeater gain
can be operated and the lower the over-all
net loss of the trunk can be adjusted. A
singing point is in effect a measure of
the loss across a hybrid transformer (mi.
nustheactua.1 transmission loss) due to
the difference in impedance’at various
frequencies presented by the line and %1-
ancing circuits connected to this hybrid
transformer. A singing point is estab-
lished by increasing the gain of an ampli-
fier, connected from the hybrid transform-
er output to input, until the circuit just
starts a sustained sing. The measured
singing point is the 1000-cycle gain nec-
essary to cause singing minus the trans-
mission loss of the hybrid transformer
(the 1000-cycle gain of 22-type repeaters
ticludes the hybrid losses). Fig. lA
shows the basic singing point testing
method.
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(2) Return Less: Return loss is also an
express~on of the degree of balance

existing between a line and its balancirig
network. It differs from a singing point
by the method of making the tests. The
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SECTION 332-015-500

results obtained may differ by a small
amount. A return loss is the actual meas-
ured loss at various frequencies through a
hybrid arrangement to which the line and
its balancing network are connected. Fig.
lB shows the basic return loss testing
method.
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(3) Section Singing Point Tests were for-
merly called 1121,circuit balance

tests!!or ‘rpassivesinging point tests.tfl
These are singing point tests made on one
section of a trunk to a termination at the
next repeater office or to the next office
which has a hybrid arrangement on the
trunk, mch as a carrier terminal. If

* there is no intermediate hybrid arrange-
ment the termination should be placed on
the trunk at the distant terminal. These
tests are made to detect equipment or
structural irregularities.

(4) Over-all Active Singing Point Tests
were formerlv called ‘Iactivebalance

tests!!or ‘ractiv;singing point tests.lf
They are singing poirt tests made on an
over-all trunk (including dial type
trunks) from a switching point to a termi-
nation at the other terminal. These tests
are made with an additional repeater or
measuring device at the testing end with
all the regular repeaters in a normal op-
erating condition and a termination se-
cured at the switchboard, secondary toll
testboard, or through the switches at the
distant t&minal. These tests are made to
detect low section singing points.

(5) Office Cabling Balance Tests or of-
fice drop balance tests are de-

scribed and the methods of making these
tests are covered in other sections of
the practices.

Note: The term “hybrid transformer!
as used in this section applies to
any hybrid arrangement (e.g., hybrid
transformers in 22-type repeaters,
V-type line mits, b-wire terlninat-
ing se’s, and resistor hybrids used
with V-type repeaters, etc.).

1.04 The line and network to be tested are
connected, respectively, to the line and

network terminals of a hybrid transformer. In
the case of the 22-type repeater, this hybrid
transformer together with the other elements
of the repeater (amplifiers, filters, and the
Ilother!lhybrid transformer) are connected in a

closed path which will sing when the necessary
conditions are present. (See Chart 3A.) In
the case of V-type repeaters and ~-wire termi-
nating sets on 2-wire extensions an attenuator
replaces the ~~otheri~hybrid transformer, com-
pleting the closed path which will sing when
the necessary conditions are present. (See
Charts 3B, 3C, and 3D.)

l.0~ Singing is detected by listening with a
telephone receiver connected to the mon-

itoring circuit of the repeater or amplifiers
or bridged on the singing path in such a way
that singing will not be influenced. (See
Charts 3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D.)

1.o6 Singing is established by increasing am-
plifier gains, by decreasing the loss

through the ~!otherllhybrid transformer in the
case of the 22-type repeater, or by decreasing
the loss through the attenuator in the case of
V-type repeaters. To determine the singing
points, the losses should always be decreased
(or gain increased) graduall~ until sustained
singing is just obta~ed. I; no case is the
singing point to be determined by starting
with a singing condition and increasing the
losses (or lowering the gain) until singing
ceases. Accordingly, to make a second deter-
=on of a singing point when sin~ing is
once established, lo;s;s shall be increased
beyond the point necessary to stop singing and
then shall be decreased gradually until sus-
tained singing is just obtained. The tester
should be on guard to observe for an intermit-
tent or interrupted sing if an echo suppressor
or a single frequency signal filter is in the
singing path.

1.07 The measured singing point may be deter-
mined from the a.mlifier gains and equip-

ment losses in the singing path as covered in
the charts. The singing point is influenced
by the frequency characteristics of the meas-
uring equipment but for convenience the gains
or losses are measured at 1000 cycles without
regard to the fact that singing may occur at
any frequency in the range of the measuring
circuit. The gains and losses at the singing
frequency may be different from those measured
at 1000 cycles. The results of the singing
point tests are expressed in decibels (db).
High numerical values in db indicate good sing-
ing points and conversely, low numerical values
indicate poor singing points.

-\
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SECTION 332-01 S-500

1.o8 Singing is greatly ?ffected by the phase
relation of the reflected or return

current. The reflected current may have any
phaee relation for any type of facility, In
measuring a singing point by any of the
methods described in this section, two differ-

n. ent phasing arrangements are established in
the testing circuit to determine the worst
singing condition, which for convenience are
termed the “positive poling” and “negative
poling” tests. The singing point determined
by one poling test may differ either in magni-
tude or singing frequency or in both from that-.

-, determined by the other poling test.
*.

1.09 The change in “poling” (equivalentto a
,n phase shift of 180 degrees) in the

singing circuit is obtained in one of three
wa,ys.

(1) By the interchanging of the line and
network circuits at one hybrid

transformer, but not at both. (See
Chart 3A.)

(2) By a change from a short circuit to an
open circuit condition on the line

side of one hybrid transformer. (See
Chart 3A.)

,

Toll Cable
Facility

16 or 19 ga. H-172-S

16 or 19 ga. H-174-S

16 or 19 ga. H-106-P

16 or 19 ga. H-63-P

16 or 19 ga. H-88-s

16 or 19 ga. B-88-s

16 or 19 ga. H-SO-P

16 or 19 ga. B-SO-P

16 or 19 ga. H-U-S

16 or 19 ga. H-25-P

Open Wire 3 kc earlier filter

11 “ ~ kc or no carr. filter

Facility
Nominal
cutoff

Frequency

2800

28oO

2900

3700

4000

5600

4200

5900

5600

5900

(3) Wa turnover of the two conductors
somewhere in the singing circuit.

(See Ghart 3A.)

The choice of which poling is ‘Ipositive”and
wh!ch is ltnegativerlis purely arbitrary.

1.10 All singing point tests should be made
with both polings but only the results of

the test with the poling which gives the
smaller numerical value should be reported as
the singing point.

1.11 When making singing point tests by any of
the methods described in this section,

the trunk should not be allowed to .sLngany
longer than necessary since a singing condition
may induce a disturbance into other trunks or
circuits. The singing should be stopped by de-
creasing the gain of the repeater used for the
test or by increasing the attenuator loss.

1.12 The singing path should include at least
one low pass filter which limits the

frequency of singing to the frequency band
normally transmitted by the trunk being tested.
In the case of cable trunks, the filters (or
the filter having the lower cutoff if they are
not alike) should correspond to the filter
codes listed in the following table:

Circuit
Layout
Code

B

B

B

c

D

D

D

D

D

D

c

D

13-type
Filter

B

B

B

c

D Spec.

D “

D “

1) “

D “

D “

c

D Spec.

Note: The critical frequency on open wire
may be low, intermediate or high.

128-type
Filter

B

B

B

c

A

A

A

A

A

A

c

A

)
)

Critical
Singing

Frequency

2000

2000

2000

2200

2900

2900

2900

2900

2900

2900

See Note
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SECTION 332-015-500

The usual practice is
open Mire trunks with
ters, and “D” filters
trunks emplby S kc or

to assign l?Cflfilters for
3 kc carrier line fil-
where the open wire
no carrier line filters

and where there are no large intermediate ir-
regularities. The critical singing frequencies
listed are the approximate frequencies at which
singing is likely to occur on a normal trunk,
during singing point tests, for the different
facilities and filters.

1.13 In general, for 22-type repeaters, sec-
tion singing point tests should be made

with the repeater regularly assigned to the
trunk, where it is convenient to do so. In
case it is desirable to use a “test!’repeater,
it should have the same type of filters and
equalization as the repeater assigned to the
trunk. With V-type repeaters the tests should
include the line equipment associated with the
facility but not necessarily the regularly
assigned repeater.

1.14 Telephone set panels should be discon-
nected from all intermediate and termi-

nal repeaters except the test repeater while
either section or over-all active singing point
tests are being made. Any monitoring at other
than the test point may cause erroneous
results.

1.1S When a singing point test is to be made
involving a working trunk, the control

office should be notified to remove it from
service in the proper manner unless the test
itself, such as an over-all active singing
point test, requires a connection over the
trunk. This is particularly important on dial
%ype trunks (not only those equipped with
single frequency signaling).

1.16 mere single frequency signaling is em-
ployed over ringdown trunks, the tone is

absent in both the idle and busy conditions,
so the trunk may be interrupted without affect-
ing the signaling circuit.

1.17 Where single frequency signaling is em-
ployed for dial or multi-frequency key

pulsing trunks, the tone is present on the
trunk in the idle condition and any interrup-
tion of this tone will cause a seizure of the
switching equipment.

1.18 For making section singing point tests on
intertoll trunks emploting single fre-

quency signaling, it seems preferable not to
disable the signaling equipment, provided care
is taken to terminate the various parts of the
trunk under test so that singing will not occur
in the parts not being tested. Any singing
might cause interference to other trunks and

possibly cause a disconnect signal. It is
suggested that the trunk be made busy by dial-
ing the termination reached by code 100 or by
calling the distant testboard (code 101) or
operator to have the trunk connected to a hold-
ing circuit. This procedure could be followed
for over-til active singing point tests but the
danger of causing a disconnect by a sing near
the signaling frequency, especially at 2600
cycles, makes it preferable to disable the
signaling equipment.

1.19 In order to disable the signaling equip-
ment when the trunk is turned down to

traffic without holding the switches on the
drop side of the signaling unit, an LOS jack
may be provided at the circuit patching bay or
equivalent. First one end of a 3P7-type patch
cord is plugged into this jack and then the
other end is plugged into the SIG LINE (or DSL)
jack associated with the trunk to be disabled.
Since disabling the equipment at one end only
will send a seizure signal to the other end,
both ends of the trunk should be disabled
simultaneously if practicable. This connects
battery to the M lead toward the line, removing
signaling tone, and opens the E lead toward the
drop to prevent seizure of the switching equip-
ment by ltie signals. It is especially impor-
tant, where the cord is used, to make certain
that it is removed at the end of the tests.
Otherwise, the trunk cannot be used to estab-
lish connections in either direction. Where
this jack is not provided local means of dis-
abling the signal-figequipment should be used
at both ends of the trunk.

1.20 Under some conditions, where singing
point tests are made on line facilities

through the single frequency signaling equip-
ment, a sharply critical singing frequency may
fall at or near the signaling frequency. As
the gain in the singing point test circuit is
increased,”a point will be reached where suf-
ficient feed-back energy builds up in the cir-
cuit to establish a singing condition. As soon
as the energy level in the circuit has built up
sufficiently, the band filter in the signaling
circuit will be automatically switched into the
trunk and stop the singing abruptly. There now
being tisufficient energy in the circuit to
hold the filter in, it drops out again. The
cycle then is repeated. The disabling of the
single frequency signaling system does not
prevent the band fj.lterfrom coming into the
trunk when a frequency at or near the signaling
frequency is present in the trunk.

.

.%,

=,
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1SS 3, SECTION 332-015-500
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1.21 As the gain is increased continuously be-
yond that point which produces this fil-

ter l~inand outl~condition, a point finally
will be reached where the unbalance is critical
enough outside the range of the band filter to
permit a sustained singing condition to be
established. Obviously, this is not the de-
sired singing point, and the tester should be
forewarned to recognize this fact. Especially
in the case of 2-wire trunks employing the
lower cutoff facilities, such as H-172, the
effect of the filter at 2000 cycles and fre-
quencies near this will be of material signif-
icance as 2000 cycles is one of the signaling
frequencies. Where possible the singing point
testing arrangement should exclude the single
frequency unit from the singing path under
test. Where the tests include signaling
equipment in the singing path such as over-all
active singing point tests it will be necessary
to disable or remove this filter from the
trunk, The procedure given in the following
paragraph should be followed.

1.22 The disabling of the bend filter requires
the cooperation of a central office man.

After the signaling system has been disabled in
the usual manner at the circu5t patching bay or
testboard, the central office attendant should
be requested to disable the filter for the
period of the tests by placing a dunmw plug in
the DC jack on the panel of the signaling unit
receiving the signaling frequency from the line.
This DC jack is installed on 16@2000-cycle
equipment only; the relays mwst, therefore, be
blocked on 2400/2600-cycleequipment. It is
especially important that the central o=
attendant be notified as soon as the tests are
completed, so that the dunnnyplug will be re-
moved from the }J jack or the relay blocks re-
moved and normal speration of the band filter
will be restore”!..—

1.23 At re~~’.l~tingrepeater offices, in order
to avc;i having the value of the regu-

lating netwc~~ change during the progress of a
test where ;ine equipment is involved, it will
be necessary CQ note the step on which the
regulator is operating. Then set the manual
control dial at this value and transfer the
operation of the regulating network circuit to
the manual.control dial for the duration of
the test by operating the TRAIJSFERkey. At the
conclusion of the test, the working step of the
regulator should again be noted and if this is
more than one-half step different from its ini-
tial value, the manual control dial should be
slowly brought to the step of the working reg-
ulator. Then the TRANSFER key should be re-
stored. On V-type equipment it is suggested
that the manual control dial be set on +10 to
save the need for subtracting an,yloss for the
regulating network.

1.24 With the advent of nationwide toll dial-
ing, all section singing points on every

trunk should be adjusted to the highest prac-
ticable value rather than just to meet the
singing point specified on the circuit layout
record card. This will result in the best
over-all active singing points which are prac-
ticable and provide margins which are needed
unde~ the nationwide toll dialing plan. This
plan increases to eight or more the number of
intertoll trunks that may be connected togeth-
er in tandem.

1.25 Over-all active singing point tests
should be made on all intertoll trunks

at 2-wire switching points. Any tests not
meeting the specified values will indicate one
or more low section balances. Part .5gives
some suggestions for locating troubles causing
low section balances.

1.26 In some cases E-type repeaters may be
used on toll connecting trunks’or tribu-

tary trunks. The assignment of gain adjust-
ments and methods of tests are covered in
other practices.

1.27 V2 repeaters are provided in a very few
offices. The functions and jack arrang~

ment of the V1 and V2 repeaters are similar.
Methods for testing V2 repeaters will be the
same as for the V1.

1.28 The corrected over-all active sineine-“—––
point should not be less than the over-

all active singing point specified on the cir-
cuit layout record card. (See Par. lJ.04.)

1.29 After tests are completed the transmis-
sion and signaling paths should be

checked before returning the trunk to service.
A test to code 102 or to the distant testboard
would be adequate.

2. TERMI:!ATIO!!SFOR SINGING POINT TESTS

(A) Section Singing Point Tests

2.01 The distant end of the section under
test should be terminated by one of the

methods shown in Chart 2 depending on the type
of equipment on the trunk at that office.

2.02 When the distant end of the section under
test is the terminal of the trunk and is

located in an exchange type office such as a
CDO and is not equipped with a repeater, car-
rier system, or a b-wire terminating set, a
90?-ohm resistor in series with Q 1 mf capaci-
tor should be connected to the tti at any
convenient point on the drop side Qf the line
transformer.

Page 5



SECTION 332-015-500

CHAD 2 TERMINATIONSPURSINOINOPOINTTRSTS

REP
N01’E:~V3RSP IS NOT
EQUIPPEDWITH JACm

~ @ PLUGS pA~H ~UNI TO ADXILI-
ARY ‘IESTPANELAND ~-
MIXATE AS = T~ FIG-

-- UREOR INSE~ 3600PLUGS
IN PLACE OF AKIZZFIERS.

DISTANTENDOF SECTIONUN13ZRTEST DISTANTEND OF SECTICWUNDERTEST
TEIWINATIONWITHkWIRE REPEATER TERMIWATIWHX#.V#PE REPSATSR

FIO. 2A
——— .—.

-A @TYPE CARRCHANEQ REP

J%H ALsoOTHER REP
fJICTI@

UNDER
T7tST

1
NG&+m

I - ----

I.———_—_

DISTANT~~D OF SECTI~ UNDER TEST
TERMINATIONWITH M-TYPECARRIER

DISTANTEND OF SECTICNUNDEt TEST

FIo. 2C
TERMINATIONNITH22-TTPEREPEATER

FIG.2D
bH PATCH MY

NOTE: IF NO &WIRE JACIS

DISTANTEND OF SECTICNUNDER TE5T
TERMINATIONWTTl!D OR H CAffUER DISTANTEND OF SECTION Uiib~RTEST

Ho. 2s ‘1’ERMINATICMWITHC,Nf$ogfiL, C&iLENKURTCARR

-!g+!iii+!iiii+%$r; :g::;,g’:~

B37 LYNCH CARS EQ. 100
DISTANTEND10FSECTICNUNDER TEST
TERMINATIONWITH S37 LYNCH CARRIER

DISTANTEND OF SECTIONWi’DERTEST
TERM AT DIST TERM WITH NO REP, CARR, CR &-W TERM SET

FIG. 2G FIO. 2H

.

2.03 Where the resistor termination is not should be used which corresponds as closely as
practicable, as in some Connecting Compa-

.A
practicable to the nominal impedance of the

ny offices, use may be made of a standard sub- trunk at that point. ●

scriberfs teleuhone station as a termination.
The operator s~ould connect the trunk under 2.05 In making these singing point tests care
Lest to the telephone and have the receiver should be taken to avoid a singing con-
removetifrom the switchhook. dition on the trunk beyond the termination.

This condition can usually be avoided by plao-
2.94 If it becomes necessary to terminate the ing a proper termination on the trunk beyond

section under test at some point other the singing point test tennimtion.
t,h:.ntmsz specified above or in Chart 2, such
?s at s ~rimary board, a resistor termination n

Page 6
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1SS 3, SECTION 332-015-500

2.o6 The following methods may be used to se-

‘P cure a proper termination when the re-
peater section terminates in a switching sys-
tem: For incoming and 2-way trunks the tester
should request the terminal office back of him
to dial the proper code (100 in most cases) to
connect the sinking test termination throughn
the switches; if the trunk is outgoing from
the switches the termination should be applied
at the 17C testboard or at the repeater bays.

(B) Over-all Active Singing Point Tests

2.07 The termination at the distant terminal
c of a trunk for an over-all active sing-

ing point test, should be placed as shown in
P“. Fig. 2H on Chart 2.

r

,/--=.

●

3. TESTINGMETHODSFORSECTIOlrSINGIJJGPOINT
TESTS

(A) Testhg Methods for 22-type Repeaters

3.01 Chart 3A outlines the five different
methods which may be used for making sec-

tion singing point tests with 22-type repeat-
ers. The use of these methods may be governed
to a certain degree by the availability of test
equipment such as a reflection attenuator and
decade resistor box. Methods 1, 2, and 3 are
similar and the choice between them depends on
the value of the singing point to be measured.
With given values of 36-type pads, Method No. 1
has a range 6 db higher than Method No. 2 and
Method No. 3 has a rarwe 10 db lower than
Method No. 2. Method ~o. 1 is slightly
accurate than Methods 2 and 30 Methods
are similar and have the advantage that

CHART 3A TESTINOMETHODS POR SECTIONSINOINClPOINT TESTS - 22-TYPEREPEATERs

GENERAL;
Renme trunk from service. REP
Terminatethe dietentend of the LINE *OTHER” I
repeatersectiontm be testedby g HYmID

REP

I E

DISTANTEND
mm

one of the methodsoutllnedin ~ TRANs-
SECT OF REPSECTT~~ —e- TE~Nb.TED

Pert 2. Thechoiceis dependent FORMER Fom
on the type of equipmenton the

~$T PER FIG 2A,

trunk of the distant end Of th
S---- ~ H.

section. METHOD 1, 2, 3, ~, MD 5

METH-
OD NO

1

I

:HoNIN: - PATCH

2D f I

SINGING
A%%i’-TEL POINT MmSET TEST

SET I PATCH
S--- OR H.

ODT:

‘nOTHERnHYS TST CONDITION
N?ITHODOFESTAELISH~G SINGING KMNT COMPUTATION

REP JACKS POLING
SINOINGCCNDITION GAm

NEG. SDIG%POINT
REP LINE SFR; OPEN

MEASUREMENTS(A)
Measure the ooQ- Sum of gainmess.

REPNET OPEN SHORT ~fi~r on tie repeatir~ cycle gain in each~A) Plus 6 db.
REPLINE SHORT increasetheamplifiergainadirectionforth Sumof gainusiae..
REP NET 600 L! until sustainedsingingjust pOl~ which pro- (A).
RXP LINE 600 1130 begins. duced the lower Sum of gain meao.
REP NET 1130 600 ringingpoint.
REP LINE

(A) minus 10 db.
600 DECADE Monitoron the repeaterand Sum of gain mess.

REP NET DECADE 60Q decreasethe decaderesish
Note: The decaderesis% antestartingat 600 ohms

~asure * la (A)finuethes.P.
cycle repeater h db determined

ante should be variable until sustainedsingingjust horn Fig. 3A for
at least frocIO tm 600 begins. If singingdoes not yh~c:oy the higherres.
ohms in steps not larger start it will be necessary value of the two
than one ohm. to increasethe gain. polings.

OPERATS!Amitoron the repeaterand Sum of gain mess.
REP NET NREFL FoL KEY adjust the refl. atten.dial Meaeure the lCGO- (A) ndnua the
Note: The reflection and keys until suetainad cycle repeater higher10SS in db
attenuator is des- eingingjust begins. Lf gain in each for the two pol-
cribed in Section singingdoes not start in- direction. ings read on the

crease the gain of the rep.

t3 C when usilu!100allyassembledtest &b rid and 2D singing$int test set.

more
hands
no
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5ECTION 332-015-500

533

1

24

520 23

22
510

Fig. 3A - Singing Point of a Variable
Resistance Versus 600 @uns

changes in the amplifier potentiometer settings
are normally required. Method No. S is prefer-
able to the other methods when a reflection
attenuator is available; the procedure is sim-
plified as db values are read directly from the
dial and may be subtracted directly from the
gains of the test repeater.

3.02 In all cases, the line and network cir-
cuits to be tested are connected to one

hybrid transformer of a repeater. The various
methods differ from each other in the connec-
tions which are made to the !’other’thybrid
transformer. In Chart 3A the term !l@her!l
hybrid transformer will be used to designate
the hybrid transformer of the test repeater to
which the line and network being tested are not
connected. Gains are increased by turning t=
23A potentiometers in a clockwise direction.
It is not necessary to advance the two poten-
tiometers of a repeater by equal amounts sl-
though it is considered good practice not to
allow the difference to become too great. How-
ever, it may be necessa~y to remove one or both
36-type pads to secure sufficient gain for the
singing condition. If the tzst repeater is a ●

regulated repeater, see Paragraph 1.23.

(B) Testing Methods for Vl Repeaters

3.03 Chart 3B outlines the two methods for
making section singing point tests on

V1 repeaters when a 2D singing point test set
is not available. If this test set is avail-
able, use the method outlined as Metnod No. 1
in Chart 3C. The first method in Chart 3B
makes use of the repezter switching panel with
the associated ~ttenuators and spare pair of
amplifiers which should be set for 30 db gain
each. The second method is applicable only
where the attenuator jack arrangement has
been provided; in this case it will be neces-
sary to make use of either z pair of spare or
working amplifiers. The only requirement for
the amplifiers is that the sum of their gains
be about 8 db higher than the singing point to
be measured. If the tests are made at a
regulating repeater point see Paragraph 1.23,

(C) Testing Methods for V3 Repeaters

3.04 Chart 3C outlines the two methods for
making section singing point tests on V3

repeaters. The first and preferable method
makes use of the 2D singing point test set.
The second method uses the 5A attenuator, or
an equivalent 600-ohm attenuator, and is used
when the 2D test set is not available. Both
of these methods are also applicable to V1
repeaters. Reference is made in Paragraph 3.o6
to a method of testing which can be used when
the V3 repeaters are adjacent to a repeater
switching panel.

3.Og If the V3 repeater is provided without
jacks the amplifiers should be trans-

ferred and the trunk patched to the auxiliary
test panel. Then the testing can proceed from
the auxiliary test panel using the methods
outlined in Chart 3C.

3.06 If the V3 repeaters are adjacent to a
repeater switching panel which is nor-

mally provided with V1 repeaters, the method
applicable to V1 repeaters may be used with
the V3 repeaters. If the V3 repeater is pro-
vided without a complete jack field, the
amplifiers should be transferred and the ,
trunk patched to the auxiliary test panel as
covered in Section 33!2-103-5000Then the
testing can proceed from the auxiliary test
panel as in Chart 3B. If the V3 repeater is
provided with jacks, patch from the V3 jack
field to the repeater switching panel and
proceed as in Chart 3B.

3.07 If the tests are made at a regulating
repeater point see Paragraph 1.23.

\
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CHANT 3B TESTINGMT2HODS FOR SECTIONSINGINGPOINT TESTS - Vl RSP?MTERS
* *

ODD ODD ODD
ODD SW EQ z

0% & (E??%)

AMP OVTIN our
EQ ODD SW ATIEN ATTSN ODD

=~ NEP.SSCTION

OUT AMP IN OUT m THSSE JACISAPE
ON THB BEPEATER

EQ IN
METHOD 1 USING REP?JATENSWITCHINGPANEL SWTCHIIW PAN’SL

GENENAL2 ODD ODD ODD ODD (EW~)
Remove*unk fhm service. Am m

‘ferm.inate the distantend of m

the repeatersectionto be
tastedby one of the met.hxis
outllnedin Pert 2. The
choice is dependenton the
type of equipm?nton tb trunk
at the distantend of th
section

ETH- POLING PATCHES METHOD OF ESTABLISHING SINGING ~ CO-ION
D NO m. NEG. SINGINGCONDITICN GAIN M3ASGREMENr(i? TNGE SINGING POINT

8 Sum of gainMasuremsnts($
minus the follcuing3 itxmm
(1)Thehigherattan losa-

Place Turin Monitoron amplifiersand b4eaeure1000-cycle
es of ths tm pol.inge.

reduce the 10SS illtb geln of both ampli- (2) The 1000qyde insertion
3 Cds over

attenuatorsuntilthereduc- fiers. If these
loseofIx@ SIKloutput

1 sh~ Olti;.:ntion of a singledb will “ amplifiersare msin- ~ at thetesting

Ske~h 1 cd
jbw~ga:.e au -d ‘-g

tainadat 30 db gain point from Table I or

use this value. ckt. layout cani.
(3) Loee of regulatingneb

work pad if used, ob-
tained from Table II
or III. I

Place same

2
5 cde as
shosn Method

Same as Method1 Same as Method1 SassIas Method1

in 1
sketch
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CHART3C TESTiNGMETHODSFUR SECTIONSINGINGPQINT TESTS- ‘?3REPEATERS

Pam’
TBST

I OUT”
0

(m)EQ OUT

*

Ld;’
PATCH

HTBRID S?;;.
------

()
ODD ~=mm
E&~ TEST

EIN

1 I
lETHOD1 ~ING 2D TEST SET

UENBRALC

EV&J) (EvEN) ()EVENODD EC)OUT
AMP ODD

V MITHOD2 USING5A AITENUA’IOR

Remve trunk from service. Terminatethe distantend of the repeatersectionto be testedby
O!W Of the IiEttds outlinedillPart 2. The choice is dependenton the type of equipmenton the
trunkat the distantenddof the section.

uETR-KJLJNG PATCHES. METHODOF ESTABLISHING SINGINGPOINTCOMPUTATION
IDNO m. NEo. SINGINGC~ITIOU GAIN MEASUREMENT(A) TRUESINGINGPOINT

Placa If filteris in trunkopIrati
2 cds FILTER OUT key. Nonitorand Sum of the two gain dials

1 shown key increasegain dials on test None other than pre- fer the polinggivingthe

above REVERSEset untilby Incxeaainga liminaxycalibration lgwer singingpoint minus

key elngledb, euataim?dsinging of the test set. It== (2) and (3) in

NCEtMAL just begins. Chart 3B.

Place Turn
3 cds over Maaaura1000-cycle

2 shm 1 plug Same as Method1 on Ohart3B gain of both ampll-
Same as Method1 on

in only on fiers. Chart3B

●ketch lcnld

(D) Testing Methods for L-Wire Terminating Sets

3.08 Chart 3D outlines the methods for making
section singing point tests with b-wire

terminating sets. The h-wire terminating sets
involved in section singing point tests are
those from which 2-wire extensions to repeater
sections are obtained.

3.09 Two methods of making these section sing-
tig point tests are included. The first

and preferable method uses a 2D singing point
test set when this set is available. The
second method makes use of an amplifier and an
attenuator.

Page 10

4. TESTING ME’1’HODSFOR OVER-AIL ACTIVE SINGING
POINT TESTS

4.01 The secondary testboard is the most de-
sirable location to make over-all active

singing point tests. The tests can be made
more rapidly and without the assistance of any
other testman in the testing office. Tests at
the secondary testboard will require the use
of a 2D singing point test set, 2E singing
point test panel, 5’Aattenuator, or a reflec-
tion attenuator. If one of these test sets
is not available it will be necessary to make
the tests at the repeater bay.

.

,
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4.02

.

CHART 3D TESTINGMETHODSFUR SECTIONSINGINGPOINT TESTS - h-WIRE TERMINATINGSETB

7
,)40NIN:

SET 2D

SINGING
POINT
TEST

our:

(3 )LINE (3)LINE

NETHOD1 USING 2D SINGINGPOINT TEST SET NETHOD 2 USING5A ATTENUAIVRAND SPAIEAMP
N-: (1)FZTWHICHMAY ~ IN &W TERMSET (3)JAC~ IF 4- TERMSET IS CONNECTEDTO &W REP

(2)PADS WHICH NAY BE IN kW TERM SET (h) FLT SAMi AS REQUIREDFUR 2-W=SICN.
GENERAL:
Remove trunk fromservice. Terminatethe distant end of the repeatersectionto be testedby
one of W mthcds outJ.inedin Part 2. The choice is deuendenton the tme of eauirmwnton tha

~
wTH-
3D NO

1

2

k at the distantend of the section.
-=– .— –=.—. —----------

FULINOPATCHES MITHOD OF ESTABLISHING SINGINGK)INT COMPWTATICN
m. NEG. SINGINGCONDITION GAIN NEASURENENT(A) TRUE SINGING KIINT

Use only one filterof type
Place req~d for 2-W ext. If (1) or

Sum of gain diala for
poling .glvlng liner

3 Cds (h) IS Used opera~ Fn’fERou’I None o~er $hm Fe- singingpointminuslcoo-
shwn key key. Nonitorand Increase cycle leas (meaeuredor
above mIvERSEgain dials on test set until :Zti;~t:~~ frem CIA)card) Lwheen 2-

by increasinga singledb, W ext and EQ OUTor FLT
& sustainedeingingjustbegins. OUT jacks and EQ IN jack

and 2-R ext.
Place Tmn Sam as Method 1 on Chart 3B.
h Cds

Total gain (A) minus the
If eingingdoes not start it Heaaure1000-cycle higher atten loss for ttM

shan lylrq will be necessaryto Increasegain of an@%fier or ti polingsand the
in on the gain by patchingin aa amplifIers. 1000-cycleloss of equip,

sketch 1 cord additlonalanplifier. as for Method1 above.

A test drop set up for office cabling arrangement and used as a temDorarv measure
balance tests and using a hybrid ar-

rangement with the h-wire connections termi-
natin~ in the secondary testboard, may be
used for over-all active singing point tests.
If a test drop has been set up which does not
include a hybrid arrangement, it may be med.-
ified to agree with one of the test drops
outline in Chart 4A. The type of test drop to
be used will depend on the testing equipment
available in the office. ~ modification of
an existing test drop will necessitate the
readjustment of the buildinq-out capacitors
in accordance with the procedures for office
cabling balance tests. If a test drop is not
available one should be set up and adjusted
as outlined in Chart 4A. This is an interim

-.
until office cabling balance tests have been
made and a standard test drop set up.

(A) Connecting and Adjusting Test Drop

4.03 Chmt bd shows the method of connecting
ad adjusting a test drop. Figs. hall,

4A2, and 4A3 show test drop arrangements for
making over-all active singing point tests at
the secondary testboard. Figs. bti and LAS
show test drop arrangements for making the
tests from repeater bays where test equipment
is not av~ilable for testing at the secondary
testboard.

Page 11
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CHARTLA C-TIM ANDADJUSTIWTESTDROP

*w& “n”r

/ EQIN
TEST

t

pmm:
A

‘l?3ST
DROP I DROP
THHu

.L600~

SusD i-&-;
mm

‘i-~pAD? hTP~~W

rfl%STDROP— IJJwu 1
~ !Amm “IN—.
=. JNO. IN
~~ 2+ ~cH

i &* l“- ] g.J;:~ :,,
SwSYS. I WXJAL

‘ESTDROPFOR USEWITH2A SINGIWGPOINTTESTSET
Sw SYS.

FYG.Ml
TESTDROPFORUSEWITH5A ATTENUATOR

FIG. /42

22AlREPEATER ISEC TSTSD

TEST
DROP

-!-
E

r-1 I Am

TRANS-y&~gp; _l- ‘**

DBOS% ;LOCALLY ‘--
a 1ASSIGNSD
~ INO.IN
~~ 2-WMACH
= m SYS.

TESTDROPFORUSEWYTHDEFLECTIONAT’EWUATOR
FIG. &3

[SECTSTED 22AlREFZATER
#TESTDROP A

---
TESTDROPFORUSEWITHREPSU PANEL

FIG./Ah I TESTDROPlX)RUSEW17fH22Al REP NETHODS1, 2, 3$ AND ~
FIG.w-—---—

PRWJEDUHE

1. Selectdrop of averagecable length to toll ewitctboardand switchingequipmentIf Installed.
2. Connectesitchlngpad if office ia gain office (emltchingpad office).
3. If the offIce cablingIs balancedthe DSO (dropbuildingout) capacltis may be connected.
~. ‘lUrndown an idle trunkhavinga term rep or carr term In officeand an averagelengthdrop.
s. Have OPSrAQr at throughewltchbwd connectthis trunk ta TEST DROP.
6. Place terminationson tarminalrep or h-wireVF bag appearanceof trunkas indicatedby om of

tha mthods givealh Part 2*
7. Make slnglngpoint test on test drop by one of the methodsgiven In Part 3 dependingon the

type of testingequipmentavailable.
8. AdjustNSO (netbuildlngout) capacitcr on compromisenet in test drop to obtainhighest

practicablesingingpoint. Requirement- Singingpofntmeasuredshouldnot be less than 20 db
9. Restoretrmk ta service.Testdrop q now be used for over-allactiveslnglngpoint tests.

.

----\
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(B) Testing Methods for Trunks Using 2-Wire
Switching

F

.’

L

/-+:

&e04 Over-all active singing point tests on
trunks which are 2-wire to the switch-

board or switching equipment at 2-wire switch-
-1 ing offices.

(1) Measure the 1000-cycle transmission in
both directions on the trunk to be

tested. Compute the average of these two
measured net losses.

(2) Have the trunk terminated at the dis-
tant terminal by the most convenient

method shown in Fig. 2H.

(3) The connection between the intertoll
trunk and the TEST DROP should be

established at the through switchboard as
for a normal through toll’connection.
This connection switches out the switching
pads h the trunk .wd test drop and oper-
ates the multiple cutoff relays to lift
off certain lines of switchboards in of-
fices where these features are provided.

(b) Connect the test equipment to the test
drop as provided in Chart 4A and pro-

ceed with the singing point test in acc-
ordance with the procedure given in Part
3 for the particular testing equipment
being used. When using the 2D test set
operate FILT IN key. a

(5’)The corrected over-all active singing
point is the true pinging point as de-

termined in Part 3 corrected for the aver-
age measured net loss computed in Item (1)
of this paragraph. The method of correct-
ing the over-all singing point is illus-
trated in Fig. @.

Note: The real correction may be any-
where between no correction and
twice the amount of the computed
correction. As it is not practica-
ble to determine just when this

should be, an average value has been
chosen for the computed correction
as a compromise.

Requirement: The corrected over-all
active singing point should not be
less than the specified value on the
circuit layout record card.

~. TESTSFORLmATINGTROUB~

(A) Section Singing Point Tests

~.01 A procedure for locating trouble is
covered by the flow diagram, Chart 5A.

The diagram is only a general outline and any
step may be expanded to meet particular situ-
ations.

Physical Troubles

S.02 Measurements should be made to determine
that the line facilities are clear of

troubles such as shorts, grounds, and crosses
before proceeding with the investigation of
low singing points.

Visual Inspection of Central Office Equipment

.5’.03A check shouldbe made to determine that
the filters, networks, and equalizer

connections agree with the toll circuit layout
card. Also determine that they are of the
type normally associated with the outside
plant facility involved. A check should be
made for possible loose connections or broken
wires.

Network Eluilding-outSection Adjustment

5.04 A check shouldbe made to determine if
the singing point can be increased by

readjusting the building-out cap~citors and
resistors associated with the line balancing
network. The method of adjusting building-out
capacitors and resistors is covered in Part 6
of the section. The building-out capacitor of
a network should not be used to compensate for

Illustrative Example Number 1 2 3 b

Specified Net Loss in db =A 9.0 0 -1.0

Average Measured Net Loss in db =B 10.3 2:$ -1.0 0.6

Active S.P. Correction in db = A-B -1.3 0.7 1.0 -1.6

True S.P. in db determined in Part 3 =C 6.0 5.0 3.0 h.o

Corrected Over-all Active S.P. in db = .4-B+C 4.7 5.7 L*O 2.L

Fig, @l - Method of Correcting Over-all Active
Singing Point Tests
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CRART5A ~ CHART WIRFINDINGCAWS OF - SINGING K)INT

-+0’======

m

TSSTCENTRALOFFICE

sTILL

FURTSERVISUALlNSPSCTICN.
PRGGRESSIVSELIMINATIONTO
WATS FAULTY PARTS. CHECK FAR ~D TERMINAT~

SUB..TITIJTI~OF PARTS K?UXN SEX PAR. 5.05
TOBE GOOD.

.,

-

large line irregularities. If the building-out
capacitor which gives the highest singing point
departs radically from the building-out capaci-
tor determined by computation in Paragraph 6.o7
~%is an indication of a line irregularity and
warrants further investigation. When buildine-
out capacitors are correctly adjusted, the
measured singing points as determined by ltposi-
tive!land ‘~negative”polings usually do not
differ more than 2 db. While this is not a
maintenance requirement, a large difference
between l?positive!!and IInegative!lpolings often

is an indication of incorrect building-out
capacitor adjustment.

Tests to Detect Irregularitiesin Central Of-
fice Equipment

5.0.5’The following steps maybe followedto
detect irregularities:

(1) Before plugging into primary testboard
jacks these jacks should be cleared of

all working circuits including the phan- .

tom, telegraph and carrier.

(2) Terminate the EQ jacks at the primary i
testboard in a spare line balancing

network of the same type as the one used
on the trunk under test and adjust”the
building-out capacitor and resistor (if -,

provided) to the same values as the corre-
sponding components of the trunk network.

Page 14
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If the trumc under test is a phantom,
short the tip and riiigof each associated
eide circuit after remoting these trunks
fFom service and connect the network be-
tween the two shorts at the EJ jacks.

Note: Where open wire carrier filters
are involved, the network should be
placed at the LCX jacks or at jacks
on the line side of the filters
instead of the EQ jacks.

(3) M&e asinging point test by one of
the methods covered in Part 3 of this

section. At the primary board, make any
minor readjustments of the building-out
capacitor associated with the test termi-
nating network which will improve the
singing point.

Requirements: The singing point
ehould be 35 db or higher with the
following exceptions:

(a) The singing point should be 30
db or higher when CX signaling

by-pass equipment ie involved.

(b) The singing point should be 30
db or higher when open wire car-

rier filters are involved.

Internal Balance of the Repeater (Applicable
to 22-type Repeatere Only)

r-.

.

P

5.06 The internal balance test detemnines
whether there is my serious unbalance

within the repeater itself. Place 600-ohm
plugs (217D) in the REPLINEsndREP NETjacks
on one side of the repeater. Make a singing
point test with the necessary connections on
the other side of the repeater, in accordance
with Part 3 of this section. Repeat the teet
with the 600-ohm plugs in the REP LINE and REP
NET jacks on the other side of the repeater.
The singing point should be )40db or higher or
both tests. If lower check termination plugs
and jack contacts.

~.07 Invocating trouble incentrel office
equipment the source of unbalance first

should be localized to a particular equipment
and its balancing unit. This may be accom-
plished by a system of progressive elimination.
Disconnect the outside plant facilities and the
associated balancing network and substitute a
600-ohm resistor (or 2J7D plug) for each. Make
a elnging point tes~ If the cause of the low
singing point has not been eliminated,patch
out or disconnect the equipment nearest the
line (such as a composite set) and its bslanc-
ing unit and terminate the remaining line end

balancing equipment with 600-ohm resistors.
Make another einging point test to ascertain
whether the cause of the low ehging point has
been eliminated. Proceed in this manner until
the removal of one of the line equipments and
its balancing unit removes the cause of the low
singing point. When the equipment causing the
low singing point has been located determine
whether the line equipment or the balancing
equipment is defective by substituting parts
known to be good, or by other tests. One of
the more common causes of trouble, where the
measured singing point is just slightly below
the required, is an incorrect or omitted re-
sistor at the midpoint of the balancing trans-
former in a phantom trunk.

5.08 Procedure when the central office equip-
ment teste do not indicate trouble.

(1) Impossible, substitute similar out-
side plant facilities known to be

good. If this eliminates the cause of tb
low balance the regular outside plant
facilities should be investigated. When
loaded cable pairs are involved, a check
of the recent work in the cable may dis-
close the possibility of the omission,
irregular spacing, or change in type of
one or more loading coils due either to
trouble or authorized construction activ-
ities that are partially or incorrectly
completed. lhtrance cables maybe a
similar source of trouble in open wire
trunks. If the above tests and checks
indicate that the trouble is in the out-
side plant facilities but specific cor-
rective action cannot readily be deter-
mined or is in doubt, impedance runs ~
be made to definitely locate the irre~.
larity.

(2) If substitution of similar outside
plant facilities known to be good does

not correct the trouble, or U such a sub-
stitution can not be made, a check should
be made for errors in the far-end termh-
tion. If trouble from an incorrect far-
end termination is suspected, it will be
of value to terminate the trunk at the
far-end primary board, preferably with a
network properly built out to be used as a
termination. If a network is not availa-
ble, a resistor corresponding as closely
as practicable to the nominal line imped-
ance of the trunk may be used. The net-
work termination at the distant prhmx’y
board may result in a slight improvement
in the singing point, without indicating
trouble at the far end. The amount of the
tiprcvementwill depend on the 1-9s of the
repeater section. However, a large
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improvement in the singing point with the
trunk terminated at the far-end primary
board indicates an error in the normal
termination or an irregularity in the
equipment at the far end.

(3) If none of the above suggested proce-
dures produces an explanation for the

low singing point, the singing point com-
putations should be checked or referred
via lines of organization for recomputa-
tion. It is possible that an incorrectly
computed singing point is higher than that
which is physically possible to achieve on
the trunk under test. It is also possible
that the assumed component irregularities
are adding more pessimistically than an-
ticipated in the theoretical computations.

(B) Over-all Active Singing Point Tests

~.09 If the over-all active singing point test
is not as high as that specified on the

circuit layout record card, active singing
point tests should be made on the trunk with
terminations placed at the repeater located one
repeater section from the testing end. Succes-
sive tests made to terminations moved one re-
peater section at a time toward the distant
terminal should give an indication of the re-
peater section having a low section singing
point. The active singing point normally will
gradually decrease as sections are added. If
there is a decidedly larger decrease of the
active singing point when one section is added
(by moving the termination to the next repeater
toward the distant office) it is an indication
that the section singing point of the section
added is lower than it should be. Section
singing point tests should be made on that sec-
tion, making the best toward the distant end.

~.10 A simple method of computing the active
singing points to terminations at differ-

ent repeaters on the trunk is outlined in Chart
5’B. These active singing points maybe com-
puted if desired to indicate just how much de-
crease can be expected when successive sections
are added. This method is not entirely accu-
rate and may not necessarily agree with the
computed values specified on the circuit layout
record card. It will, however, be sufficiently
close to indicate the section having a low
singing point.

5.11 If all section singing point tests and
the test drop meet the requirements and

the over-all active singing point is lower than
specified, the computations may be checked or
referred via lines of organization for recompu-
tation.

6. ADJUSTMENTOF BUILDING-OUTRESISTORSAND
CAPACITORSFORSECTIONS.P. TESTS

6.o1 The only adjustment possible on the older
types of networks, including those for

open wire, are the building-out capacitors.
Some of the newer types, among which are the
113P, 113R, 115P, ll~R, ll~AF, and ll~AGj are
equipped with terminals for strapping, by means
of which the resistance of the network may be
adjusted. This strapping should be carried out
before the building-out capacitor is adjusted.
With no straps on these terminals the network
is in the condition intended to balance cables
of the lowest capacitance per section. It is
recommended that resistor strapping should be
determined by one of the following methods:

(1) Capacitance data for the first few
loading sections.

(2) Return loss measurements at ~00 cycles
or lower.

(3) In accordance with Table IV.

6.02 It is only practicable to obtain capaci-
tance data from measurements made during

initial splicing operations or by a check of
the factory test records. However, such data
are seldom available, and usually resistor ad-
justment based on the method indicated in Item
(1) can not be used. Reference may be made to
the settings used in connection with cable
completion tests. Considerable difficulty may
also be experienced in making resistor adjust-
ments based on return loss measurements at ~00
cycles or lower. It often happens that return
loss readings on a particular pair will vary
widely with frequency and comparably low values
may be found at two or more frequencies. The
changes in network resistor strapping may often
increase the return loss at one minimum point
and decrease it at another and, at the same
time, may shift the frequency points at which
the minimums occur. Thus, the method in Item
(2) maybe impractical in determining resistor
strapping.

6.o3 If capacitance data are not available,
and the return loss method is not being

used, it will be necessary to assume that the
capacitance of the cable is ‘Inominal.ltThe
resistor may then be strapped in accordance
with Table IV.

6.04 The building-out capacitor associated
with the balancing network should be set

to a value which will give the highest singing
point. Either a 7A condenser box or a W12A
cord will facilitate making this adjustment.

.
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2NART5B mmoDOFcomINmGSECTIONsnGnG PomTsm omAmACT~ SINGINGmnrrs
TOTERNINATIONSAT DIFFERENTMWEATERS ON A TRUNK GSING TERMINAL~PEATEfS

The switchingpad at the te.stlng end shouldbe out of
ated eti shouldbe In trunk. The normallevels and sectionsingingpolnta are shown at 2-w5re
tideof each hybrid and terminalpoint. The sketch shows a 22-typarepeaterat A & B, b+
‘epeatereat C & D, and a V-typerepaatm at E.

2-W TCLOIOZCA

3

E :%L~~+:49~8$$

3~-7&Ls ~ 4 +%2

=

Sectionainghg Point from TE.STPOINT b terndnationat A is the same as tie
1515 teat t&op ai- Poht which la consideredto be 15 db where there im a ter-

minal repeata in the testingoffice.

n Section alngingpoint to terminationat B referredto the TEST FUINT is
1222 eqd to the sect.S.P.at A tml B minus the gain or plus the 10ss in

both directionsof tranamlasion.
-4

Thisequals 22-6-h=12db.
GAIN& -8

=loeq-2’5-3db*‘eno’(2)-
13 2~ Section terminatedat C referredta the TEST PO~ is

~+z
Terminationat E repeaterre-

yJ 23 ferred to the TEST POINT Is
equal to 23-5~=ti db.

h GAIN /4 -8
:3 L~S 4 -7

Termat E

-b LOSS h O db.
‘heseeinglngpoints obtai~d abwe must now be combinedualng Table below by the foil. method:
ltart.ingat the teettigend conbiningS.P. ta A & B: 15 & 12 Mff. - 3 from Table 12-1.8=10.2db,

CombiningS.P. ta A, B & C: 10.2 & 13 Diff.-2.8fromTable 10.2-1.8=8.hdb.
CombiningS.P. to A, B, C & EX 8.L& lb Mff.-5.6 fromTable 8.~-l.1=7.3db. See nota (2).
ConbiningS.P.toA, B, C, E & E tendnsl~7.3& 23 Mfffl15.7 from ‘fabla7.3-0.1=7.2db.

me active einghg points to terminationsat differentpoints computedabove are as follows:
From A terminalto a terminationat B repeater10.2 db.
FYom A terminalto a terminationat C or D rep. 8.& db. See note (2).
From A terminalto a terminationat E repeater 7.3 db.
From A terminalto a terminationat E terminal 7.2 db. This is the computedover-allactS.1

Iotest(1) Two-wirelevels only. TCLO record levelsmustbe correctedto 2-W sideof hybrid.
(2) NO test ie made b D as thereis no returnPathin b-wsect. Resultwouldbe sameas C

!omputationamay be made in the other directionby inking the E terminalthe ACT. S.P. TEST FOINT
md terminating

m

fhencombinlnz’
:Ombldngteri
DIPFOF 2

~
0.2-0.3
0.&o.5
0.6-0.7
0.8-0.9
1.0-1.2
1.3-1●L
1.5-1.6

theWunk at the A terminalcomputingfrom E to A using the above method.
SLE OF COMBINATIONSOFTuoQUMJTIT= IN D!IZBZLSON FWER RATIO BASIS
sins,add the conbiningterm b the larger;when conkdninglosses,subtractthe
mm the
CONE
TKRM
3.0
2.9
2.8
2.7

:2
2.14
2●3

mallea’.
DIFF OF 2
QUANTITIES
1.7-1.9
2.0-2.1
2.2-2.h
2.5-2.7
2.8-3.0
3.1-3.3
3.4-3.6
3.74.0

cm
TER?d
2.2
2.1
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5

DIFFOF2
QUANTI’fIZS
1$l-h●3
4*&-b.7
h.8-5.l
;.;~.:

6:2-6:6
6.7-7.2
7*3-7.9

COHB

1.I$
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0

::;
0.7

DIFF OF 2
Qu~lT~
8.0-8.6
8.7-9.6
9.7-1o.7
10.8-12.2
12.3-l&.5
1J4.6-19.3
19.ll&ovBR

CONS
TERM
0.6
0.5
0.11
0.3
0.2
0.1

0
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SECTION 332-015-500

It is important that the filter used in the
testing arrangement be of the same type as
the filter assigned to the trunk when in
service.

6.05

6.06

?ig.

The following procedure should be used
when a 7A condenser box is available:

(1) Connect the 7A condenser box to the
terminals “A” and “C’Iof the build-

ing-out capacitor with no strapping con-
nected to terminal ‘IA.” The 7A condenser
box then replaces the building-out
capacitor.

(2) Adjust the 7A condenser box for the
highest singing point.

(3) Remove the condenser box and strap the
building-out capacitor to correspond

to the values in the 7A condenser box
which gave the highest singing point in
Item (2). This gives a nominal setting
and should not be used without a further
check as given in Item (~).

(b) Check the singing point after the
building-out capacitor has been

strapped. It should be within 1 db of the
singing point obtained in Item (2). If
it is lower, the building-out capacitor
should be changed to a slightly higher or
slightly lower value to obtain the highest
practicable singing point.

The following procedure should be used
when a W12A cord is employed. (See
6.)

(1)

(2)

out

(3)

Remove all straps from the building-
out capacitor.

Connect the lead with the black 360B
tool.to terminal ‘IA”of the building-
capacitor.

Connect the leads with red 360A tools
to the other capacitor terminals with

capacitance designations as required to
obtain the highest singing point. It will
often be found convenient to start with a
value of capacitance used in similar net-
works associatedwith trunks in the same
cable, and then increase or decrease the
total connected capacitor in small steps
until the highest singing point is ob-
tained. When the desired combination is
found the numbered terminals to which the
leads have been connected should be noted.

(4) Remove theW12A cord and strap texmi-
nal ‘lA!!of the building-out capacitor

to the terminals which were connected to
red 360A tools in Item (3) when the
highest singing point was obtained.

(.5’)Check the singing point after the
strapping is completed. It should

agree with the value obtained in ILem (3).

——
Tie8ridfpCyc.it

When.eqwed

Fig. 6 - W12A Cord Used to Build Out Capacitors

6.07 If singing occurs at a low frequency,
+,hebuilding-out capacitor sometimes may

be varied over a wide range without affecting
the stiging point, making it impractical and
undesirable to determine the setting of the
building-out capacitor by this method. In
this case, the strapping of the building-out
capacitor should be determined by computation
as follows:

(1) Determine the effective cable length
from the last load coil to the repeat-

er (to the nearest SO ft.) obtained from ,
the testboard cable records. The effec-
t;ve cable length includes the actual
lehgth plus the equivalent length of any
building-out cable. Convert this distance
to a decimal part of a load section.
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,/-.,

#

/-.
/ ‘>

(2) Ibduct the “basic end section” of the
appropriate network used aa given

in Table IV.

(3) Convert theremainder found in Item (2)
to microfarads fisingthe ‘Inominal”

capacitance per load section. Nominal
capacitance per load section:

Side 0.07 mf
Phantom 0.116 mf

(b) Strap the building-out capacitortoob-
tainthe value ofcapacitance determined

in Item(3). The BO c+acitors should be
measured as the capacitance of the units
may vary appreciably from their nominal
values.

(g) Checlcthe singing point again after
the building-out capacitor has been

strapped.

6.08 An~s@e of the computation outlined
in Paragraph 6.07 is given below:

Assume the facility is an
H-88 cable pair using a
115P network
Distance from last load
coil to MDP

Load spacing
Total distance in load
sections
Basic end section of 13.SP
network
Difference
Nominal capacitance per
load section
Difference converted to
capacity
(Value of B.O. capacitor)

= 25’25ft.
= 6000 ft.

= 0.42 sec.

= 0.18 sec.
= 0.24 sec.

= o.07mf

= 0.07 xo.2h
= 0.017 mf
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TABLE I

1000-cycle Equipment Insertion Losses for Use in Determining Singing Points
T1-type Repeater Arrangements includes hybrid transformer)

2-wire Trunlcs .

Cable Trunks fithout CX oruith Type E CX Sets

Facility

16 or 19 H-172-s
16 or 19 H-63-P
19 H-106-P
16 or 19 H-88-s
16 or 19 H-50-P
19 B-88-s
19 B-~0-P
16 H-U-S
16 H-U-S
16 H-25-P
16 H-25-P
16 H-25-P

16 H-25-P

Resistor Hybrid

16 or 19 H-172-s
16 or 19 H-63-P
19 H-106-P
16 or 19 H-88-s
16 or 19 H-50-P
19 B-88-s
19 B-50-P
16 H-U-S
16 H-25-P
16 H-25-P

Facility Cx and Carrier

s None
s Hone
P None
P None
P None
P None
s Carrier
s Zarrier
P Carrier
P Carrier
P Carrier
P Carrier
s Cx
P Cx on S
P Cx on P
P Cx on P
s Cx & Carrier
P Cx& Carrier on S

Resistor Hybrid

Signaling & Telegraph

All
All
All

d

All
All
All
All

20 or CX Sig.; 135 or 1000 with Teleg.
135 or 1000 or S.F. Sig.

20 on S&P
20 P; 135 or 1000 or S.F. Sig. on S

135 or 1000 with Teleg. or 20 on S, 135 or 1000 or
S.F. Sig. on P; CX on S&P

135 or 1000 or S.F. Sig. on S&P
All

Cable Trunks with Type C CX Sets

CX; S.F. Sig.; 135 or 1000 with Telegraph
CX; S.F. Sig.; 135 or 1000 with Telegraph
CX; S.F. Sig.; 135 or 1000 with Telegraph
CX; S.F. Sig.; 135 or 1000 with Telegraph
CX; S.F. Sig.; 135 or 1000 with Telegraph
CX; S.F. Sig.; 135 or 1000 with Telegraph
CX; S.F. Sig.; 135 or 1000 with Telegraph
CX; S.F. Sig.; 135 or 1000 with Telegraph

CX on S&P; 135 or 1000 on S&P - Teleg. on S
135 or 1000 on S&P - Teleg. on P

@en \Kre Trunks - All Gauges and Spacings
Signaling & Telegraph

20
155 or 1000 or S.F. Sig.

20 or S&P
20 P; 135 or 1000 or S.F. Sig. S
135 or 1000 or S.F. Sig. P; 20S
135 or 1000 or S.F. Sig. S&P

20
135 or 1000 or S.F. Sig.

20 s&P
20 P; 135 or 1000 or S.F. Sig. S
135 or 1000 or S.F. Sig. P; 20S
135 or 1000 or S.F. Sig. S&P
Cx; 135 or 1000 with Teleg.

Cx on S&P; 135 or 1000 S&Pwith Teleg. on S
1000 S&Pwith Teleg. on P
135 S&Pwith Teleg. on P
Cx; 135 or 1000 with Teleg.

Cx on S&P; 135 ok 1000 S&P with Tele~. on S
All

Insertion Loss - db
Input output

Equipment Equipment .

4.7
4.7
4.4
4.4
4.6

b.5
L7

2:2
6.8
5.6
5.6

6.9
10.7

~.8
~.8

4.5
4.5
4.7
4.6
&:

5:6
6.8

z:;
L+*9
6.8

5*5
6.8

5.8

:::
7.0

;::
6.5

;:?
6.8
6.8
7.0

10.7

Note: These values include the losses of all equipment indicated, such as ringers,
composite sets and carrier filters.
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TABLE II

Regulating Network for Long Regulator Sections
ype Repeater Arrangements

Single Line Schematic

7

lC pad lC Pad lC -L
In

lC F’md
With with With

@m’ype Re9.
with

@-Type Rea. @-Type Fles. 6+?’ypaReo.

(A) (B)

t f

(c)

*

(D)

t

Ogulatilq
Network
step

+5

ilot Wfi
O:ulr.tol
Stap

Loss b DB
Relaya
perate(

I&M
In

,9 Ga. 19Ga. 19Ga.
ii63P El&s Ir?jp See

o 0 0 0 0

1.0 2.0 1.5 1.25 1.5

2.25 3.75 3.25 2.5 3.9

3.25 5.75 14.75 3.75 L.5

4.25 7.~ 6.25 5.25 6.0

5.5 9.5 %.0 6.5 7.5

6.5 11.5 9.5 7.75 9.0

7.75 13.25 11.25 9.25 10.5

%.Z 15.25 u.~ 10:5 12.o

10.0 17.0 lL.5 11.fi 13.5

11.0 19.0 16.0 13.0 15.0

?lOta
6 G&. 19G,

H25P Hips

o 0

.75 1.0

1.5 2.25

2.25 3.25

3.25 L.25

19Ga . 19Ga.19Ga. 16CR,
R50P BO@ B50P @J@

o 0 0 0

1.25 1.0 .75 1.0

2.5 2.25 1.5 2.0

3.75 5.25 2.25 3.0

4.75 L!.25 3.25 i+.o

4.0 5.5 ~.o 5.0

7.25 6.5 4.n 6.0

8.25 7.75 5.75 7.0

9.5 8.75 6.5 8.0

lo.~ 10.0 7.25 9.0

12.0 11.0 8.o 10.0

19G,
HO&—

o,B,C,D

—
Nom

—
*
t8.5
+8
+7.5

+7
46.5
46
?3.5

*
4.5
&
+3.5

l.~ l.~

3.5 3.5

5.25 5.2!

6.75 7.25

8.5 9.0

10.25lo.~

11.-pju.~

13.5 14.5

15.2516.3

17.0 la.o

+4 B,C,D A 1.5

A,C,D B

C,D A,B

9,D J., C

A.D B,C

D ~JLc

A,B C,D

B A,CD

A B,C,D

A,B
lima ~ D’

,

kesiatsmoe
m8ignaticm

.

+3

+2

+3
+2.5
+2
+1.5

+1 5.7!

+1
+0.5
o
-0.5

0 7.0 4.0 5.5

4.756.5

5.757.75

6.5 8.7s

7.2510.0

8.0 11.0

-1
-1.5
-2
-2.5

-J
35

4.5

-5
5.5
-6
-6.5

-7
-7.5
-a
-e.5

-1

-2

-3

-4

8.5

—

9.7!

11.2

12.5

*
-9.5
-lo

-5 WI

Resist.rmceCoda

A

B
c
D

,P
Not8 : These columns cover loss rangesnot required<or standardfacilities. They may be used for spcial cases, when suitable.
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TABLE III

I

?’
IN
ru

Regulating Network for Average Regulator Sections
V-type Repeater Arrangements

Single Line Shematic

lC Pad lC Pad lC Pad lC Pad
In~ With ~ With ~ With With ~ out

89-Type Res. 89-TYpe Res. 89-Type Res. 89-Type Res.

(A) (B) (c) (I!)

Pilot Wire Regulating
Regulator Network

Relays Pads Loss in DB

Step Step
Operated In

19 Ga. 19 Ga. V& 19 Ga. 16 Ga. 16 Ga. 19 Ga. 19 Ga. 19 Ga. 19 Ga.
H88S H50P B50P Hw H25P H172S H63P Hbk3 H25P

See Note

+10 to +6 +6 None None o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+5.5, +L5 +5 A A ‘0.75 0..5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.75 0.25 0.25 0.75

+&* +3.5 +~ B B L 5 1.25 1.0 0.75 1.C 0.75 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.5 0.5 0.75” 1.75,
+3, +2.5 +3 A,B A,B 2.25 1.75 1.5 1.25 1.5 1.25’ 1.5 1.5’ 3.0 2.25 0.75 1.0 2.5
+2, +1.5 +2 c c 2.75 2.5 2.25 1.75 2.0 1*75 2.25 2.25 3.75 3.25 1*O 1.25 3.5
+1, i-o.~ +1 A,C A,C 3.5 3.0 2.75 2.25 2.5 2.25 2.75 2.75 b.75 L.o 1.25 1.5 b. 25
0, -0,5 0 B,C B,C tl.25 3.75 3.25 2.5 3.0 2.5 3.25 3.25 5.75 L.75 1.5 2.0 5.25

-1, -1.5 -1 A,B,C A,B,C 5.0 L.25 3.75 3.0 3.5 3.0 3.75 3.75 6.75 5.5 1.75 2.25 6.o
-2, -2.5 -2 C,D C,D 5.5 L. 75 L.s’ 3.2S &.o 3.25 11.5 L*5

-3, -3.5 -3 A,C,D A,C,D 6.25
7“5 6.5 2.0 2.5 7.()

5’.25 5.0 3.75 11.5 3.75 5.0 5.0 8.5 7.2S 2.25 2.75 7.75

-&, -11.5’ -)4 B,C,D E,C,D 7.0 6.o ~.~ L.o 5.(3 ~.o 5.5 ~.~ 9.5 8.o 2.5 3.2S 8.75

-5 to -lo -5 A,B,C$ A,B,C@ 7.75 6..5 6.o L.5 ~.~ )4.5 6.o 6.0 10.5 8.75 2.75 3.5 !?.5

Resistance
Designation

Resistance Code

A 89D 89C 139c 89C 89C 89c 89C 89C 89E 89D 89CH89CH89D 4-

B 890 89F 89E 89D 89E 89D 89E 89E 89J 89G 89C 89D 89H

c 89M 89L 89K 89H 89J 89H 89K 89K 89s 89P 89E 89F 89R

D 89M 89K 89K 89G 89J 89G 89K 89K 89S 89P 89E 89F 89R

Note: These columns cover loss ranges not required for standard facilities. They may be used for special cases, wnen
suitable.
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TABLS IV

CAEN.ENETWORKSWl?TRRESISTANCEADJUSTMENT~ VARIATIONSIN CASLE CAPACITANCEPSR SRCTI~

Msrc END 1 QAm AND CA~ CAPACITANCE
EOE SECTION LOADING = SECTTON- W

mlcm .0676 Nom

l15P or 113P .18
lg ga. N-88 .0676to .069h

side .069&to .0708 :$
Above .0P8 2-34
Below.109 Nom

l15Ror l13R .18
19 ga. R-50 .109b .IJ.2

Phan. .112ta .Ilh ;:
Above 2-3

Nidcon ml= .0336 Nom
115AF (1.1.:ol!

19 ga. B-88 .0336tQ .03h!5 3-5
side .03&5: .0355 5-6

Above

Mid Coil
NOrIO

11SA13 (1.81.8onilll
19 ga. S-50 ;~

Phan. .0560tO .05n
Above.om 3-6
ml- .069 None

l15AN .168 19 ga. R-h4 .069 to .on5
side .on5 to .07b5 :2

Above.07&5 24
Belm 0107 Nom

llSAJ .166
19 ga. N-25 ●107 to .U2

man. .u2 ta .U6 :2
Above .~6 24
Below.0672 Nom

l15AM .183
19 ga.N-172 .0672to .06911 3-5

Side 5-6
Above 3-6

115AM .183 16 ga. N-172SideStrap34 & 6-7 in addltion to 19 ga. stt=apa
Bel lon N

l15AN .176
19 ga. N43 .10; L .1115 ?ii

Phan* .1115 to .1159
Above .1159 3-6

l15AN .176 16 ga. N-63 Pban. Strap 3-L & ~? in addition to 19 ga. strape
Nom

l15AP .2055
19 ga. N-106 3-5

Phan* .1115ta .1159 5-6
Above .1159 34
BS1OW .lon

l15AP .2055
16 ga. N-106 .lon tQ .1115

Phan. .1115* .1159 3-: &~4
Above .1159

0~ WIRE NBTWWC5 WITR IUSSISTANCEADJUSTMENTFORVARIOUSPINSPAC~OS
OTlm NETNORKS

BASICEND SBCTIONS
GAUGE

EO:
STRAP TZPBOF

AND USE CONS~%?TION NETWORK
FACILITY Z

12mN. P. Fh’ 3-5 l15As 19 N-31s .16L
10L 8U N. P. ti 5-6 l15AD ;; :;; ; ●166

l15T Side& 6W N. P. W 3-6 115AC .158
Phya* 1211~le ~ Nom l15AE 16 N-18 P .166

1211U2 ~~ ~ Norm 10LA $ E-l;hps .18
1211N. p. - ;~ lo&c .16

128 811N. F. Pr lollE 16 N-&&s .16
115U side & 6m N. P. W 3-6 10I4,F 16 N-25 P .17

Phya. 1211~le pr NOM 107B 16 N-31S .16
12.* ~~ pr None 10IZ 16 N-18P .17
12UN. P. Pr 3-5 10LB 19 N-lfis .18

165 811N. P. Pr 10LLI 19 N-63P .16
U5W Side& 611N. P. R ;2 107C 19 N-31s .16

Plwee 12!!~le pr None 107F 19 N-18P .17
12W~2 ~le~ None 107s 16 N-31S .16

l15Y 1o11Phan. 12wN. p. ~ None 107’E 3.6N-18P .17
ImLA 128 Phan. 12n N. P. R’ Nom 107A u N-31s .16
115AA 165 man. 12WN. P. R 54 107D 13 N-18P 017
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